Forward Movement Resources

Forward Movement is committed to offering resources that strengthen and
support discipleship and evangelism. We strive to provide insightful, engaging,
and accessible content on a range of topics, including prayer, Bible study, spiritual
practices, leadership, church traditions, and emerging trends. Our materials are
published in a variety of formats, including print, electronic books, podcasts,
online courses, PDF downloads, and smartphone applications. We publish
resources in English and Spanish. Our primary audience is adult readers, often
people in the pews but also clergy. While many of our resources are targeted for
an Episcopal/Anglican audience, we also offer some materials for a broader reach.
Generally we do not publish fiction, poetry, or children’s books.
Writers interested in submitting proposals for consideration by Forward
Movement must include the information below. Submissions will not be accepted
or reviewed without this information. Once the complete information is
submitted, writers will receive an acknowledgment email with a timeline for
expected response. The editorial review may take four to eight weeks.
If accepted, you will play a critical role in the promotions of your project. Our
marketing and sales departments will utilize wide-ranging promotional channels
and tactics to reach the right audience for your project, while also providing you
with ideas and tools to self-promote through your own networks. In a busy and
crowded marketplace, your support is crucial to successfully sharing not just the
project, but the deeper message behind it.
Submission Information
• Name
• Email
• Daytime phone
• Proposed project title
• Brief synopsis: (1-2 paragraphs, including type of project—book, pamphlet,
online resource, app, etc.)
• Target audience
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• Review and list of other similar published works. What makes this project
different from existing resources?
• Brief biography of primary writer (1-2 paragraphs, including social media
platforms and marketing opportunities)
• Proposed date for manuscript completion
Please note: Your submissions must be your own original content. Already
published work will not be accepted.
For a book or booklet proposal: Please attach a table of contents, introduction,
and two sample chapters. Please do not send the entire manuscript.
For other projects, send a sample of the content (podcast episode, online class,
etc.).
For a pamphlet: Please send the complete text (pamphlets range from 1,200 to
2,000 words).
For consideration of artwork, photography, or illustrations: Send 2-3 samples or a
link to the online portfolio.
Send submissions to:
editorial@forwardmovement.org
Questions? Call us at 800-543-1813
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